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Inspired by the north
Silver jewellery designs by Sabine Seifert are everything but conventional. The German
designer’s pieces are inspired by the raw nature of Norway and impress with their contemporary yet timeless and powerful character.
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Everything started with a more incidental apprenticeship as a goldsmith. Only
during Sabine Seifert’s further education
to qualify as a master goldsmith and
jewellery designer, did she discover her
passion for independent working and
designing. “After my apprenticeship, I
noticed a big wanderlust and thus, I coincidentally landed in the north of Norway for 15 years,” she smiles. “The wild
nature overwhelmed me and the Viking
traces inspired my imagination. I’m curious by nature. I want to learn, understand and develop personally. My jewel- she designs collections that are timeless,
lery design is similar.”
minimalist and unisex, comprising beauNow living in Hamburg in Germany, tiful silver necklaces, bracelets, rings and

earrings, sometimes decorated with
precious stones. The fact that her collections are inspired by the north is
immediately evident as her designs
are influenced by the likes of blueberries, anchors, snowmen, fish, sails
and Viking shields.
Her new design collection, the first
made in Hamburg, shows shows the
development from a square-shaped
sail to an anchor and eventually a
belief-hope-love symbol. “Nordic,
maritime, Hanseatic... and the circle is complete,” Seifert concludes.
The highlight of the collection is an
exclusive item in gold, studded with
sparkling brilliants.

For more information, please visit:
www.schmuck-seifert.de

Breathing new life into old traditions
Finding inspiration in the forests of Finland, Elina Mäntylä, the artist behind Valona Design,
uses birch wood to create hanging crystals and intricate jewellery. Reminiscent of the traditional ‘himmeli’ folk decorations, they make for perfect gifts this Christmas.
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In all Mäntylä’s designs, light is key.
Her birch crystals appear to glow, while
her earrings and necklaces glisten like
morning dew. This vital element is duly
honoured in the name of her company,
Valona Design, with ‘valona’ coming from
the Finnish word for light.
Inspired by traditional Finnish Christmas ornaments known as ‘himmeli’,
Mäntylä’s delicate hanging crystals would
bring some Nordic chic to your festive
decorations. “Although the products are
sold year-round, Christmas is definitely
the peak season,” says Mäntylä. “They
come flat-packed in envelopes – ideal to
send as a Christmas card.”
The beautiful Octagon jewellery continues with the ‘himmeli’ theme. Last
year, the wooden earrings in this series
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were awarded first prize in the Taito national design contest Folkista Poppia.
“When I’m making something, I consciously take away all the frills,” explains
Mäntylä. “One of the trademarks of
Finnish design is that it’s plain and simple but, personally, I love beautiful objects. That’s what attracts my attention
and what I strive for through my work.”
Like many Finns, Mäntylä feels a
strong connection to nature. “It’s important for me to go to places far removed
from human information,” she says.
“When I’m in the woods or by the sea, I
can find inspiration.”
For more information, please visit:
www.valona.fi

